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Do you teach me how to enjoy drinking it? yes

Do you teach me how to enjoy talking about it, including while 

drinking it with others?

no If you master even one-third of this course's content, you can be an 

unbearable snob.

Do you teach me how to enjoy buying it? no

Do you teach me how to buy it when it's merely a chore? no

I episodically observe that old wines from good (or better) 

vintages can be bought at auction for prices better than 

comparable wines sell for at new release.  Is this a general 

phenomenon? Or, observer bias?

no Does it matter?  Snatch up the wine on the occasions you spot it and don't 

worry if you have found an unusual opportunity.  

If you are buying wines to drink in the near term with a stated 

price limit, what categories provide good value?

We like Tempranillo from Spain, Sangiovese mixed with Cabernets from 

Tuscany, but not Super Tuscans, Beaualais from the less famous ranked 

places 2-4 years old, not California wines, syrah from eastern Washington 

State, Portuguese whites, red Rhones, northern white Rhone Rousanne and 

Marsanne, Rieslings from Germany and Alsace, Gruner Vetliner.  We think 

an annual publication could give advice like this.

Do you teach me how to read about wine for pleasure? yes

What reference books do you suggest I own? My generation of winos swore by Michael Broadbent's first book of auction 

notes, The Great Vintage Wine Book .  He likes Oz Clarke.

What's your advice about visiting wine country and vineyards? yes

How to form tasting groups no

How to rank wines in tastings no

What is single vs. double blind tasting? no

Can you trust journalists who rate wines in publications who 

take ads for those wines?

no I think he overrates Wine Spectator , which accepts ads from the wineries 

and distributors whose wines it rates.

What do ratings mean when the scale is 1-100 but the scores 

you see all fall in the 90's?

no We readers learn about grade inflation and that the scores lie in the range 

of 1 to 10, with meaningless 90 added to them.  Fools no one.

Why do Austrian makers of Riesling wines go for drier wines 

than do German makers of Riesling wines?

no I have never read about this so don't know, but would like to.  Those in the 

know say that Germans make so many drier wines now that my question 

misleads the reader.

Five thorough pages on senses of smell & taste and how to think about what you're 

sensing when you look, smell, and taste.

Many references to his favorite books.

He gives standard advice to France, Napa, Italy.   //   I say don't go unless you have a special 

invitation and get treated like a VIP.

He suggests doing some among the many tastings he recommends, but doesn't discuss the 

merits of single vs. double.  No discussion of controlled experiments.



What about laying down wines? yes He thinks only 10% of all wines merit aging and he gives a chart suggesting 

how long for about 20 wine types.

What is the best way to get information as to when wines I've 

cellared are ready to drink?  [Wine Advocate et al.;   

Producers?]

no Experts whose advice I think sound shrug their shoulders and say try a 

bottle every few years and when it tastes good, it's ready.  

I keep my cellar at 55°.  Would my wines age faster, without 

harm, if I raised the temperature to, say, 57°? Or, even higher?

no Try it; record the results and write a paper about what you learn.  Do 

research.  

Do you teach about wine storage? no

What to know about the importance of vintages? You know my bias, following Prial. He remarks on his choice of good and 

great recent vintages by wine type and region.

What to tell about grape types? yes Mostly, I think this teaching is useless.  Wine made from different grapes 

taste different.  Which you like is a matter of personal preference.  I prefer 

Riesling more than any other and few agree with me.

What to know about growing regions? yes Much of the book describes growing regions of the world. I think you need 

to know about how heat ruins acidity, the key to avoiding excess sugar, 

which leads to high alcohol.

At what price point[s] can amateurs like me start to distinguish 

the quality of wines?

no I think that once you get above $10 per bottle, the Weber/Fechner rules 

apply and you need to make logarithmic increases in price to start to notice 

differences.  You can tell, maybe, $30 from $10, but not $15 from $10.  You 

can tell $500 from $100, maybe, but not $200 from $100.  He suggests that 

at $30/bottle, you'll get good to great wine.

Does the phenomenon you refer to in the preceding work for 

experts, too?

no Who knows?  They won't submit to controlled experiments.

Has the author experience with classroom wine education? yes

Restaurant.  What to do when they show you the cork? no Read it.   In the olden days disreputable restrateurs would put nice labels 

on cheap wines, so the makers of good wines branded their corks to make 

faking their wines harder.  The person who draws the cork shows the guest 

the cork so the guest can see the writing on the cork matches the label.  If 

the cork is not branded, this function can't operate and it's all folderol.  

People who smell corks give themselves away as knaves.  It will smell like a 

cork.  If the wine is bad, you'll know that soon enough when you smell, 

then taste the wine. [Oh, dear.  On page xiii, we see a picture of Kevin as a 

young man sniffing a cork.  Did he not know better then?  Or, am I wrong?]

He does say store at 55° and 75% humidity.



Restaurant.  Why do they show you the bottle? no So you can check to see that you're getting what you ordered.  I used to be 

surprised at how often vintages don't match.  They always blame the 

distributor.  They never offer a price reduction when the offered vintage 

has a lower rating than the one on the menu.

Restaurant.  When can you return the wine after tasting? no When the wine is bad

Restaurant.  Why does the host or server get the first pour. no So that the little bits of cork that often fall into the bottle, onto the surface 

of the wine, get into the host's, or pourer's, glass, not a guest's. 
What to do if you and the merchant or restrateur disagree 

about whether the wine is corked?
no I'm no diplomat, so I have no answer here.

What to do when the host[the person paying] asks you to 

select the wine?

no I laugh and say that's an unfair request unless you give me a budget.  Or, if 

that seems inappropriate, I pick two, one at a low price and one at a 

medium price and point these out to the host so that no one else can see 

what I'm doing.

What do we mean by "quality" in a wine?
yes He focuses on balance and describes over several pages what he means by 

that.

What do we mean by a wine is "corked"? yes

How long to you have after purchase to ask to return a corked 

wine?

no I don't know.  Each merchant will have their own policy.  All you can do is 

ask and bring the bottle with you.  Many customers don't know corked 

wine from spoiled wine.  Give the merchants a chance to make their own 

judgments.

Example Questions the Book Answers:

How many bonded wineries are there in Kansas? 44

What is the major grape used for Barolo? Nebbiolo

What is the major grape used for Sauternes? Semillon

What is the difference between Sauvignon Blanc and Fume 

Blanc?

Marketing 

hype

What is chaptalization?

How many crus are there in the Rhone Valley? 17
In Bordeaux, what grape is grown primarily on the left bank?  

Right?

Are Americans drinking more red or white wines? Red

How many bubbles in a bottle of Champagne? 49 million

What is Austria's great dessert wine? Ausbruch

What is the best white wine for lunch? Riesling I think German Riesling is the best wine for everything!

Left = Cabernet sauvignon; Right = Merlot

Good chemical and sensory description given in the book.

Adding sugar to the must before fermentation.


